There are many di erent kinds of guards in a simple polygon that have been proposed and discussed. In this paper, we consider a new type of guard, boundary guard, which is a guard capable of moving along a boundary of a polygon and every interior point of the polygon can be seen by the mobile guard. We propose an algorithm to ÿnd the shortest boundary guard of a simple polygon P in O(n log n) time, where n is the number of vertices of P. c 2001 Published by Elsevier Science B.V.
Introduction
The notion of visibility leads to a number of algorithm questions independent of those motivated by art gallery problems [10] . A guard capable of moving in a polygon is called a mobile guard. Four types of mobile guards with di erent degrees of patrol freedom can be distinguished. An edge guard is a guard capable of moving along an edge in a polygon. A diagonal guard is a guard capable of moving along an edge or an internal diagonal in a polygon. A chord guard is a guard capable of moving along a chord wholly contained in a simple polygon. A line guard is a guard capable of moving along a line segment wholly contained in a polygon.
A polygon which can be guarded by an edge guard, a diagonal guard, a chord guard, or a line guard is called edge-visible, diagonal-visible, chord-visible, or line-visible, respectively. Shin and Woo [13] and Sack and Suri [11] independently presented O(n) algorithms for ÿnding all edges of a simple polygon P on which an edge guard lies. Kim et al. [12] presented an O(n log n) algorithm for ÿnding all diagonals of a simple polygon P on which a diagonal guard lies. Doh and Chwa [5] and Ke [8] independently presented O(n log n) time algorithms for ÿnding a line segment in P on which a line guard lies. Das et al. [4] presented a linear time algorithm for ÿnding all weakly visible chords of a polygon. In the optimization problems, Das and He ernan [3] presented a linear time algorithm for ÿnding the shortest illuminating line segment in a polygon. Chen [2] presented a linear time algorithm for ÿnding the shortest weakly visible subedge.
In this paper, we consider a new type of mobile guard, boundary guard, which is a guard capable of moving along a boundary. We consider that a guard can only walk on the boundary. If the guard can see every interior point of a polygon along a continuous boundary, we call it a boundary guard. In this paper, we try to ÿnd the shortest boundary guard. That is, given an n-vertex simple polygon P, we would like to ÿnd a boundary guard G of P such that (i) P is weakly visible from G, and (ii) the length of G is the shortest among all boundary guards. It is possible that G is a single point on the boundary of P. There always exists a boundary guard of any simple polygon; in worst cases, a mobile guard traverse the whole boundary of a simple polygon.
The paper is organized into six sections. We deÿne some notations for this paper and characterize important geometric properties about this problem in the next section. Section 3 gives an overview of our algorithm. In our algorithm, we need to ÿnd some special boundaries. We call these special boundaries critical chains which we will deÿne later. Section 4 describes how to ÿnd all critical chains. In Section 5, we show how the geometric properties of critical chains help us to ÿnd the shortest boundary guard. We complete the description of the algorithm, and evaluate the algorithm and the time complexity in Section 6.
Terminologies and geometric properties
In this section we deÿne notations for the paper, and present the important geometric properties on which this algorithm depends. First, we start with deÿnitions which will be used in this paper. For two distinct points p and q in the plane, a directed line segment joining p and q in the direction from p to q is denoted by − → pq. A ray R(p; − → qr ) is the half line starting from p in the direction from q to r.
Let P be a simple polygon speciÿed by a list (v 0 ; v 1 ; : : : ; v n−1 ) of n vertices in the counter-clockwise order on the boundary. The edge of P joining v i and v i+1 is denoted by e(v i ; v i+1 ), with the convention that v n = v 0 . Bd(P) and Int(P) denote the entire boundary and the interior of P, respectively, so that P = Int(P) ∪ Bd(P). Without loss of generality, we assume that the vertices of P are in general position, i.e., no three vertices are collinear. If the vertices are not in general position, we use the technique constructed by Edelsbrunner and Mucke [6] to degenerate those cases. We say that two points x and y are visible in P if the open line segment joining x and y is nowhere exterior to the polygon P. Let x and y be two distinct points on Bd(P). A chain ch(x; y) is the portion of Bd(P) from x to y in the counter-clockwise direction; d(x; y) is the length of chain ch(x; y). We say that P is weakly visible from a boundary chain ch(s; t) if for each x ∈ P there exists a point y ∈ ch(s; t) (depending on x) such that x and y are visible.
The following lemma will be used in the proof of Theorem 1. It is simple, so we omit the proof.
Lemma 1. A polygon P is weakly visible from a boundary chain; denoted as ch(s; t); if and only if every vertex of P is weakly visible from ch(s; t).
The kernel, denoted by K, of a simple polygon P is the locus of the points internal to P which can be joined to every vertex of P by a segment totally contained in P. If P is convex, then the solutions of our problem are trivial since every point on Bd(P) is a boundary guard. It is easy to have the following lemma.
As a consequence of Lemma 2, we now limit our attention to only those cases where K ∩ Bd(P) is empty. A line segment l(x; y) is said to be a chord of P, denoted as c(x; y), if l(x; y) excluding x and y lies in Int(P). Suppose that a polygon P is not convex. We need some deÿnitions to characterize the visibility of a simple polygon. For a re ex vertex v i , let c + i (resp. c − i ) denote the chord, which we call an r-chord, joining vertex v i and the ÿrst point x (resp. y) on Bd(P) hit by the ray R(
A chord divides Bd(P) into two chains. For an r-chord c The chain ch i is said to be a critical chain, denoted by cch i , if ch j is not a proper subset of ch i for any re ex v j , j = i. Let C be the set of all critical chains of P. The following theorem characterizes a boundary guard using the notion of a critical chain. Proof. First, we prove the necessity of the theorem. Given a polygon P and its boundary guard sg, we assume that there exist a critical chain cch that does not intersect sg. According to our notations, cch is either cch
be a polygon that is surrounded with the chord c(x; v i ) and the chain ch(x; v i ). We can easily observe that sg is in P-P + i , and there does not exist any point in P-P + i which is visible from a point on e(v i−1 ; v i ) ( Fig. 2(b) ). This contradicts the fact that sg is a boundary guard. If cch is cch − i , its proof is similar and omitted.
For the su ciency of proof, given a polygon P and a boundary chain, denoted sc, such that cch i ∩ sc = ∅ for every critical chain cch i in C, suppose that sc is not a boundary guard. By Lemma 1, there exists a vertex v j of P which is invisible from sc. Let the visibility polygon V (v j ) of P be that maximal set of points in P that are visible from v j . If V (v j ) is taken out from P, then the remaining portion of P is partitioned into one or more disjoint regions as shown in Fig. 2(b) . Since v j is invisible from sc, sc is completely contained in one of these regions. Let R be the region containing sc, which is separated by a chord c from P-R, where c = c(p; q). Assume, without loss of generality, that p is closer to v j than q is. Then p must be a re ex vertex of P, say v k . Furthermore, one of e(v k ; v k+1 ) and e(v k−1 ; v k ) belongs to R and the other belongs to P-R. Suppose, without loss of generality, that e(v k ; v k+1 ) is contained in R. As illustrated in Fig. 2(b) , the internal angle "v k−1 v k q is greater than 180
• . Thus, P-R contains the r-chain ch + k . This implies that ch + k ∩ sc = ∅, which is a contradiction since any critical chain contained in ch + k does not intersect sc. Hence, sc must be a boundary guard.
Let H be the set of end points of all critical chains. Suppose that G = ch(s; t) is the shortest boundary guard, then s and t must be points in H. Otherwise, we shrink the end points, s and t, to the points in H and it is still a boundary guard and shorter. Therefore, we have the following theorem. Theorem 2. If G = ch(s; t) is the shortest boundary guard; then s ∈ H and t ∈ H.
Proof. Given polygon P and its shortest boundary guard G = ch(s; t), we assume that s = ∈ H or t = ∈ H. We can ÿnd an s g ∈ H such that s g is in ch(s; t) and s g is the nearest point to s in H. Also, we can ÿnd a t g ∈ H such that t g is in ch(s; t) and t g is the nearest point to t in H, such that ch(s g ; t g ) ⊆ ch(s; t) and ch(s g ; t g ) include all points in H that are also in ch(s; t). Since ch(s g ; t g ) can intersect all critical chains as ch(s; t) and ch(s g ; t g ) is not longer than ch(s; t), there is a contradiction that ch(s g ; t g ) is shorter than ch(s; t). So, s ∈ H and t ∈ H.
Algorithm
In the previous section, we have introduced some important geometric properties of this problem. Here, we give an overview of our algorithm. There are several preliminary steps. First, we construct the kernel K using the linear time algorithm of Lee [9] and then construct K ∩ Bd(P). This latter step is easily accomplished since the algorithm of Lee [9] can return the vertices of K which lie on P. If this is not empty, the algorithm outputs K ∩ Bd(P) that each point in the set is a shortest boundary guard of polygon P.
If it is empty, then we ÿnd all critical chains C. Recall that H denotes the set of end points of all critical chains in C. We will describe how to ÿnd all critical chains in Section 4. By Theorem 2, we know that the end points of shortest boundary guard must be in H. So, we ÿnd the shortest boundary guard sg i with respect to each h i in H such that h i is an end point of sg i . In Section 5, we propose a linear time algorithm to solve this subproblem. After all sg i have been found, we pick up the shortest one, denoted as G, against all sg i , then G is the shortest boundary guard of polygon P. This step can easily be done in linear time. We recapitulate the algorithm as follows.
Algorithm 1. Computing the shortest boundary guard
Input: P = (v 0 ; v 1 ; : : : ; v n ) Output: The shortest boundary guard G Begin 1. Find the kernel K of the polygon P. If K ∩ Bd(P) = ∅, then any x ∈ K ∩ Bd(P) is the answer. Otherwise, we do the following steps. 2. Compute all critical chains C of P. Let H = {h|h is an end point of a critical chain of P}. Sort the chains C with endpoint. 3. For each point h i ∈ H ÿnd the shortest boundary guard sg i such that h i is the end point of sg i . 4. Pick up the shortest boundary guard G in all sg i ; h i ∈ H. End.
Finding all critical chains
In this section, we will talk about how to ÿnd all critical chains. First, we compute the r-chains at all re ex vertices of P and ÿnd the critical chains among r-chains.
Remember that an r-chain is the chain with two end points v i and f i , where f i is the ÿrst point on Bd(P) hit by the ray from v i either in the direction of e(v i−1 ; v i ) or in the reverse direction of e(v i ; v i+1 ). All r-chains can be computed by performing two ray shootings at every re ex vertex. Each ray shooting can be performed by Chazelle et al. [1] or Hershberger et al. [7] in O(log n) time with O(n) preparation time. So, all r-chains can be obtained in O(n log n) time. If we regard Bd(P) and an r-chain as a circle C and an arc on C, respectively, the problem of ÿnding all critical chains can be described as follows: given a set S of n circular-arcs, ÿnd all arcs that do not properly contain other arcs. Doh and Chwa [5] showed that this problem can be solved in O(n log n) time and O(n) space. Thus, Step 2 of Algorithm 1 can be done in O(n log n) time and O(n) space.
Finding all shortest boundary guards of all h i in H
In this section, we want to ÿnd all shortest boundary guards sg i with respect to each h i in H. As described in Theorem 1, a boundary guard has to intersect with all critical chains. So, we has to ÿnd the shortest chain that intersects with all critical chains in C. There are some important characteristics of this problem and it would help us to implement a linear time algorithm to ÿnd all shortest boundary sg i (with respect to each h i in H).
For a vertex h i ∈ H, we traverse Bd(P) in the clockwise order from h i−1 , we denote the ÿrst terminal vertex as t fi and its corresponding critical chain as cch fi ( = ch(s fi ; t fi )). Similarly, we traverse Bd(P) in the counter-clockwise order from h i+1 , we denote the ÿrst starting vertex as s bi and its corresponding critical chain as cch bi ( = ch(s bi ; t bi )). First, we consider that cch fi or cch bi contains h i .
Theorem 3.
If cch fi or cch bi contains h i ; then h i is contained in every cch j ; cch j ∈ C.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we suppose that cch fi contains h i . We are going to prove that if cch fi contains h i , then h i is contained in every cch j , cch j ∈ C. If |C| = 1, then it is trivial. Otherwise, let cch j = cch fi be a critical chain in C, where cch j = ch(s j ; t j ). Since t fi is the ÿrst terminal vertex traversed from h i−1 in the clockwise direction, t j is contained in ch(h i ; t fi ). If s j is contained in ch(h i ; t j ), then cch j is properly contained in cch fi . Since cch fi is a critical chain, there is a contradiction. So, s j is not contained in ch(h i ; t j ). h i is contained in ch(s j ; t j ) (= cch j ).
From Theorems 1 and 3 we know that if cch fi or cch bi contains h i , then h i is a boundary guard of P and h i is inside the kernel of P. Recall that now, we only consider the case where K ∩ Bd(P) = ∅. It follows that cch fi and cch bi do not contain h i . We give a theorem about the relationship between those critical chains which do not contain h i . Proof. Suppose that cch fi and cch bi do not contain h i . First, we consider the ÿrst part that is cch fi ∩ cch bi = ∅ (as Fig. 3(a) ). Assume that there exists a cch j ( = ch(s j ; t j )) such that cch j ∩ ch(t bi ; s fi ) = ∅ and cch j ∩ h i = ∅. There are only the following two cases. Case (i). s j ∈ ch(s fi ; h i ):
(a) Since cch j ∩ h i = ∅, we have t j = ∈ ch(h i ; t bi ). (b) Since t fi is the ÿrst terminal traverse from h i in the clockwise direction, t j = ∈ ch (t fi ; h i ). By (a) and (b), we conclude that t j ∈ ch(s fi ; t fi ) and s j ∈ ch(s fi ; t fi ). But cch fi is a critical chain, there is no such proper subset(critical chain) contained in it. It contradicts with our assumption that s j is in ch(s fi ; h i ).
Case (ii): s j ∈ ch(h i ; t bi ). Since s bi is the ÿrst starting vertex traverse from h i in the counter-clockwise direction, s j must be contained in ch(s bi ; t bi ) and t j contained in ch(s bi ; t bi ), too. But cch bi is also a critical chain, there is no such proper subset (critical chain) contained in it. It contradicts with our assumption that s j is in ch(h i ; t bi ).
We have proved the ÿrst part. Now we consider the second part: ch fi ∩ ch bi = ∅. Let x be a point in ch(s fi ; t bi ) (Fig. 3(b) ). Assume that there exists a cch j ( = ch(s j ; t j )) such that cch j ∩ x = ∅ and cch j ∩ h i = ∅. There are only two cases. Case (iii): s j ∈ ch(x; h i ).
Case (iv): s j ∈ ch(h i ; x). Since the proofs of cases (iii) and (iv) are similar to the proofs of cases (i) and (ii), they are omitted.
By the above theorem, we have the following corollaries: Corollary 1. Suppose that cch fi and cch bi do not contain h i . If cch fi ∩ cch bi = ∅; then either ch(h i ; s fi ) or ch(t bi ; h i ) is the shortest boundary guard starting from h i .
Corollary 2. Suppose that cch fi and cch bi do not contain h i . If cch fi ∩ cch bi = ∅; then either ch(h i ; s fi ) or ch(t bi ; h i ) is the shortest boundary guard starting from h i .
From these corollaries, we can easily develop a linear time algorithm for ÿnding all shortest guards of each h i in H. We describe the algorithm in detail as follows. 
Conclusion
Step 1 of Algorithm 1 has been solved by [9] to ÿnd the kernel of the polygon P in linear time. It takes O(n log n) time to accomplish step 2 about computing and sorting all critical chains as described in Section 4. In Section 5, we describe how to accomplish step 3, ÿnd all shortest boundary guards of all h i , in Algorithm 1. It is trivial that picking up the shortest boundary guard, step 4, can be done in linear time. So, the time complexity of Algorithm 1 is O(n log n).
We have shown how to ÿnd the shortest boundary guard in O(n log n) time. But there are some problems that we want to solve. Can we ÿnd all critical chains in linear time? Can we sort all critical chains in linear time?
